
On The Other Side                     //    Right Here 
She soaks them for over an hour  
in boiling water. 
Twisting pulling, 
twisting pulling 
trickles down in low thuds 
against the basin and wets 
the wrists of her sleeves. 
  

When does a hill become a mountain? 
Maybe geologists have defined them 

in meters and angles, 
musicians in soundscapes, 

birds may take offense 
to the comparison of smudges. 

 
There is no distinction in Chinese: 
山 (shān) is the little hill 
hiding family tombs 
among the forests of pine, 
山 is the rolling mounds 
that together form a recumbent face, 
山 is that jagged curtain 
concealing the morning sky. 

 
Electricity left the stars  
              to shine without rivalry. 

  
Students hum in the mystery of darkness, 
squeal with the power of wielding a flashlight, 
  
illuminating the room through metal bars,  
in case of stray basketballs ~ 
wandering bone shadows 
reveal an underlying organism. 
 

The 农村 (nóngcūn) 
vendors flaunt 鸡枞 (jīzōng) in big flat drying baskets 



the night-harvested mushroom— 
daylight opens the caps— 
ready to be dried and oiled or fried fresh 
expensive 100块一斤 

concrete courtyards 
sleepy storefronts 
relentless construction 
where livestock and motorcycles traverse 
paved highways and gravely dirt roads. 
 

 
As a giant, 

lying in the field bed covers of canola 
leaning against 高黎贡山 

put your feet up on a small 山. 
 

From morning 米线 (mĭxĭan) 
to marker-stained hands, 
from failing to focus fifty fifth graders 
to the 照顾 (zhàogu) of middle-aged women 

favorite oolong tea 
and laughter 

who help her to negotiate the several 
refusals before receipt & other cultural intricacies 
 life  lessons 

 
from standard Mandarin flashcards 
to local dialect jokes. 
 

calm 
direct 
unfettered 
 

Local hospitality is a 热情 (rèqíng) concocted 
with dried fruits and preserved vegetables 
 
 and wind through the tobacco fields to 杨维菊’s house. 
 
 



The language of listening  
( 
a language barrier (more of a gate) 
transient internet connection 
shuddering bass at the distant expat outpost 
) 
is second to presence 

just show up. 
 

  
Is there such thing 
as a perfect  
simplicity?  
 

but the dark  * 
goes out, 
fluorescence bleaches her eyes 
 
without stars  
in midst of the milky 
cataracts her mind 
 * 
plummets * 
to earth    * 
windows barred   
 
walls glare their dents   * 
floor wheezes on dust. 
  

Rinsed of spontaneity, 
underwear rituals fly  

in its place. 
 
She fastens them to hangers 
so they won’t blow  

away. 


